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1. EXPANDED PROGRAMME OF TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE FOR ECONOMTC DEVELOPMENT： 
Item 9 of the Agenda (resolution 1ША5.61, document EBll/65, Rev.l) 

The CHAIRMN requested the Deputy Director-General to introduce the subject. 

Dr. DŒOLLE, Deputy Director-General, called the Board's attention to the fact 

that it would be discussing the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance for the 

financial year 1953, although that ITOUM naturally include repercussions on 1954. 

He referred to the various bodies connected with the Expanded Programme of 

Technical Assistance. The Economic and Social Council of the United Nations was 

responsible for making recommendations on all economic and social conditions to the 

United Nations, and was the point of contact between the United Nations General 

Assembly and the specialized agencies. The Negotiating Committee was a special 

committee established by the United Nations General Assembly to deal with governments 

in respect to contributions to United Nations programmes not financed from regular 

contributions, the United Nations Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance for 

Economic Development of Under-developed Countries being one such programme. The 

Technical Assistance Conference was an annual United Nations meeting to which all 

governments -raishing to make pledges to ttie Special Account reported their contributions 

and the form in which they would be made. The fact that that conference took place 

after the beginning of the financial year constituted a conç>licating factor. The 

Technical Assistance Committee of the Economic and Social Council was responsible 



for formulating recommendations on tiie Expanded Programme of Technical 

Assistance to the Council• It consisted of the same members as the Council 

itself^mth a different Chairman,and was consequently an inter-governmental 

body. 

The Technical Assistance Board wr̂ a an iater^seQre^arimt body 

consisting of representatives of eight specialized agencies participating 

in the Expanded Programme # Six of those agencies were, under present 

circumstances, receiving funds, Aereas the International Bank for Recon-

struction and Development and the International Monetary Fund were 

represented at the meetings but were not allocated funds# The Technical 

Assistance Board was, folloiwing its reorganisation, directed by a full-time. 

Executive Chairman, Mr, David Owen, who had come from United Nations head-

quarters specifically to attend the present meeting of the Executive Board. 

He had in the past acted as Chairman of the Technical Assistance Board in 

his previous post of Assistant Secretary-General in charge of the Department 

of Economic Affairs • He was in his present capacity supported by a secretariat 

stationed at United Nations headquarters, a liaison office at Geneva and 

resident Technical Assistance representatives in certain countries* The 

Technical Assistance Administration of the United Nations was the operating 

body of the United Nations and had been created when the United Nations 

had amalgamated its operations in the economic and social field under both 

the regular and the expanded programmes in 1 9 5 0 參 



He also called attention to the Advisory Committee 011 Administrative 

and Budgetary Questions, which was a United Nations General Assembly 

committee of experts not representing governments, and trtiich reviewed the 

administrative and financial matters of the United Naticns and the 

specialized agencies. The Administrative Committee on Co-ordination 

was the inter-agency machinery for co-ordination at the highest level, 

conprising the Secretary-General of the United NaUons and theBxooutÉM* 

heoâs of the specialized agencies. 

It was necessary to draw attention to certain basic documents 

related to the problem under discussion. The Economic and Social Council 

resolution 222 (IX) A and B, together -with its Annex I , Observations on 

and Guiding Principles of an Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance 

for Economic Development, were contained in the Handbook of Basic Documents. 

page 145. The Economic and Social Council resolution 433 (XIV) vriaich 

amended resolution 222 (IX) A, paragraphs 3, 3(h), 4 and 5, was contained 

in document EBll/65, Rev,l, Annex That same resolution of the Council 

had also approved resolution No, 3 of the Technical Assistance Conradttee, 

the latter resolution being given as Annex 5 to document EBll/65, Rev.l? 

Annex 6 to that same documenl!? gave the financial arrangements agreed upon 

by the Council under paragraph 4 of its resolution 433 В (XIV), as well as 

United Nations General Assembly resolution A/84 of the Serenth Session* Unttei Hatlona 

General Assembly Reaolutioii 304 (IV) was contained in the Handbook of Bcaig 

Documents， page 144. 

"Sleproâueeô in Off. Reo. World Hlth Org. 4.6 as Annenclix 5 to Chapter II 

2ReproduceC ia Off, Rec. World Hlth Org. ¿6 r.s /.pptndix 6 to Chapter II 

^Reproduced Off, Rcc. World Hlth r.s ^^onCix 7 to Chr.ptcr I I 

of Part Z 

jf I;.rt 2 

of Vart 2 



The CHAIRMAií recalled that he had, at the opening meeting of the 

present session of the Board, already referred to the reductions in the 

Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance. Since that programme ims 

now going to be discussed in detail, he believed it would be tisefqü if 

he were to recapitulate the general position. As the Board was aware, 

the participation of the World Health Organization in the United Nations 

Expanded Programme of Technical. Assistance was one of the most inçortant 

and complex items on the agenda of the present session, and it did in a 

way affect the "whole programme of the Organization• 

The Board would recall that it had at its third session introduced 

a supplemental operating programme of advisory and technical services, at 

the same time recognizing the practical difficulties of financing such a 

programme• It had, however, been considered that the progranme was of 

such vital importance that it should somehow be carried out.l The Board 

had therefore invited those governments which found themselves in a 

poeition to do so, to indicate to the Second World Health Assembly their 

"willingness to make additional contributions to the World Health Organization 

to finance that programme. The Second World Health Assembly had taken note 

of the action of the United Nations General Assenbly in preparing a 

comprehensive plan for an E:xpanded Programme of Technical Assistance for 

Economic Development throvfê i the United Nations and the spe oialized agencies# 

The Health Assembly had also approved the supplemental operating progrommo 

of advisory and technical services, subject to arrangements being completed 

to provide funds for its implementation; at the same time, the Health 

Assembly had delegated to the Executive Beard the authority to authorise 

See Off. Roc. World Hlth Org.丑，27 



the Director—General to undertake negotiations with Member Governments concerning 

amounts and currencies of their contributions for the provision of the funds to 

implement that supplemental operating prograrame. In that connexion, he called 

attention to resolution TJHA.4.41, which requested the Director-General to study the 

possibilities of obtaining additional funds for the budget of the World Health 

Organization proportionate to the essential requirements of its programme. 

In the latter half of 1949, the Economic and Social Council and the United 

Nations General Assembly had set up a fund for an Expanded Programme of Technical 

Assistance, which was to be draim upon by the United Nations and five speolaXisaa 

agencies, including the World Health Organization. At the same time, the Technical 

“‘ Ч 

Assisiañce Board had been established to co-ordinate the activities of the programme. 

The changes in the administration of the programme were described in document EBll/65 

1 

Rev. 1 under Section III. The. origin of the programme and its objectives and 

principles were set forth in the езфlajiatoiy booklet on the Езфапйес! Progx̂ unine of 

Technical Assistance for Economic Development, published by the Technical Assistance 

Board. It was stated in the fourth paragraph on page(viiQ of the introduction of 

that booklet that the governments and the international organizations which had planned 

•the Expanded Programme for Technical Assistance were aware from their ovm experience 

that no rapid progress in raising the living standards of under-developed areas could 

be expected by pieconeal methods. In over-populated countries, improved health 

techniques which reduced mortality would bo of doubtful benefit unless accompanied 

by techniques for increased agricultural or industrial production. 

•Sfill Ъе found also in Off. Rec. World Hith Org, 46, Fart 2, Chapter II , Section 2 
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The converse vxas also true; indeed^ the establishment of any industry on a 

sound footing vjould be impossible if the health conditions were to remain low. The 

programme was obviously aimed at raising the economic and social level of tho under-. 

developed countries, and that depended essentially on health conditions. 

The Economic and Social Council resolution 222 (IX) clearly laid dovrn that the 

amounts received by the participating organizations should be available to them for 

the purpose of assuming obligations or commitnents during the fiscal year in vihich 

those amounts were received, but that actual expenditure should be allowed to extend 

over a period of not more than two ensuing fiscal years. Furthermore, it was 

stated in Annex 工 of the resolution that I echnical A^istance to the under-developed 

countries should be rendered by the participating organizations only in agreement 

with the governments concerned and on the basis of requests received from thera, that 

the kinds of services to be rendered to each country should be decided by the 

government concerned, and that such assistance should be designed to meet the needs 

of the country concerned and should be provided as far as possible in the fom which 

that country desired• 

That had been the background against which the Tforld Health Organization had 

become a participating agency in the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance and, 

from the outset^ that programme had been closely co-ordinated and indeed integrated 

with the regular programe of the Organization，thus complying also mth the criterion 
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established in the Council resolution 222 (IX) that the work undertaken by the 

participating organization should be such as to be suitable for integration with 

its Догпа1 work. Such a course was necessaiy in maintaining the policy established 

the ïïorld Health Assembly of reviewing and 卬proving a total co-ordinated pro-

grafflme of assistance to be provided by the World Health Organization to governments 
ь * 

whether financed from regular, Technical Assistance or other extra-budgetaiy funds. 

The curtailment of funds expected to be available for the United Nations Expanded 

Programme of Technical Assistance therefore affected the structure of the total 

progranime of tiie Viorld Health Organization in 1953 and it was the responsibility 

of the Board as the executive organ of the Health Assembly to deal with the problons 

which arose as a result. 

The fact, that health constituted one of the major elements in developing the 

economic and social status of the less developed countries had been fully accepted 

by everyone. Health workers themselves had accepted the principle that social 

development, economic progress and health inproveniont fomed an inseparable trio 

in the modern vrorldj none of the three could be isolated and developed separately. 

The influence of certain typos of health activity was so direct and positive that 

even those vdth little technical knowledge of health work could appreciate it. 

Malaria control, increased food production, better sanitaïy environment and their 

effect on control of comunicable diseases and the development of healthier 



populations were clear examples which would emphasize the relationship of health to 

economic development. To postpone or abandon such projects in less developed 

countries would be to postpone or abandon the full long-range programme of health 

inçirovement essential to economic progress. 

He also drew the attention of the Board to the statement, contained in the 

introduction of the report of the Director-General on Technical Aseistence, regarding ite 

slow development during the first financial period. As also reported, the year 

1952 had seen a very great increase in activities financed, from Technical Assistance 

funds. In so far as the World Health Organization was concerned, a further increase 

was anticipated for 1953, as the Board would recall from its review of plans for 

1953 at its ninth session. That programme had since been approved by the Fifth 

World Health Assembly in resolution ТШ5.61. 

The Economic and Social Council had, at its fourteenth session, considered that 

the progress achieved and the activities undertaken ty the Expanded Progranne of 

Technical Assistance justified the continuation and expansion of the programme. 

The Technical Assistance Committee, in considering the financial requirements for 

1953 in the light of estimates submitted, by the Technical Assistance Board, had 

felt that a reasonable enlargement of the programne in 1953 was desirable. The 

Technical Assistance Board had indeed, until the latter part of 1952， been considerably 

concerned with the coraplaints made by the Technical Assistance Connittee and by the 

Economic and Social Council, to which the Executive Chairman of the Technical 



Assistance Board had referred in his statemenb which was reproduced as Annex 9 of 

‘ 

document EBll/65 Rev. 1, that the funds contributed by governments to the Special 
• • * 

Account vrore not being put to full use. Participating agencies had therefore been 
• ‘ -

urged to proceed as expeditiously as possible with the programme which had been 
參 

planned at the request of governments^ 

Programmes for health improvement required a long period of advance planning, 

not only on the part of the Organization but also on the part of governments which 

had requested assistance* Indeed^ projects required anything from six months to 

several years to be developed from the governments1 identification of a need and 

request for assistance to the time the operations actually began. During that 

time, it was necessary to prepare all those details which were essential to a 

successful projectд nameJy, personnel, supplies and equipment, and various other 

services, *whether provided by the government or the Organization. To abandon or 

postpone prcj ects alreacjy in operation or even well advanced 七award» in^xlementation, 

would do incalculable harm to the total programme of the World Health Organxzo^iotie 

Any last-minute readjustment would also seriously upset plans made by governments 、、 

and by UNICEF. 

Programmes approved by the Executive Board and the World Health Assembly had 

hitherto been approved by the Technical Assistance Board and by the Economic and 

Social Council, That method, which had apparently given complete satisfaction to 

the participating governments, had now been changed and a new procedure and policy set \ç> 

imàor tbo oxnendad SGOSOC reaolutbn 222(3X^0» proposals of the participating agencies 

^Reproduoëa In iff • Нес» World Hlth Qr^. 4§f as Appendix 16 to Chapter П of Part 



would be examined，not as hitherto by the Technical Assistance Board, but first of 

all by the Executive Chairman, who would 3Ubrait to the Board such recociraendations as 

he considered appropriate. The Executive Chairman had appointed some consultants 

to advise him in that field. By adopting the present procedure, the Economic and 

Social Council and the General Assembly of the United Nations had clearly shovm 

anxiety as to the supervision of the Expanded Programme. They had earlier recommended 

to the participating agencies that their respective parts of the Expanded Programme 

should be reviewed and approved by their governing bodies. The recent reorganization 

had introduced a central review and it was indeed difficult to understand how such a 

central review, which was to be carried out presumably by non- medical authorities, 

would be any more helpful than the previous system, urtierel̂ y the Executive Board and 

the World Health Assembly had been responsible for reviewing that part of the 

Expanded Programme. 

The central review that had been hitherto carried out had led the Executive 

Chairman to believe that the primary objective of the Expanded Programme in the 

field of health should be a reduction of the incidence of debilitating diseases with 

a view to improving the efficiency of production and distribution. No short cuts 

could achieve those results and that objective would call for a very comprehensive 

health programme. Members of the Board T»ho had been associated at some time with 

the organization of cançaigns against comunicable and other diseases knew full vrell 

ríiat a great deal of planning, training and organization had to be done before any 

work could be started. It would eppear that the present method of assessment ш 



of the vnltto of projects, adopted by the consultants without the association of аду 

health expert, was not likely to yield any useful results. Tho foot that tho ooœul-

tonts had oxprossed grave doubts r.bout the inclusion in the 

Branded. Programme of such subjects as those relating to maternal and child health 

care, nutrition projects of tiie nature of improving food laws, and medical teaching 

missions, since in their view those subjects had only a remote effect on economic 

development, was a clear illustration of the great difference existing between their 

approach to the problem and the Health Assembly's approach. TOaile they had themselves 

recontnended that projects should primarily be directed towards the reduction of the 

incidence of debilitating diseases, th^r had then expressed the view that pi^joots ii>-

tendecl for the improvement ...,f nutrition for tho oetterment of the'hcol-th of the 

younger gencrr.tion were not of voiy greet〕r inPQclir.te importance. 

As a result of that review, the World Health Organization had been advised to 

re-allocate priorities to the different projects. In that connexion, he wished to 

draw attention to the fact that the question of priorities had definitely been left 

to the governments making requests since, as he had already pointed out, Technical 

Assistance was designed to meet the needs of governments in the form they desired. 

Furthemore, in tho fonaftlcition of their rcquoats govcrniaciits ттого r.àvisoâ 

by their health experts as well as by the Tforld Health Organization. To express the 

view at the present stage to those governments that a certain project was not 



considered important would be to go against the principles according to "which the 

Expanded Programe of Technical Assistance was supposed to function. It would 

create a great deal of dissatisfaction and might ultimately affect the attitude 

of tho governments towards the whole programme itself. 

* It appeared to him that there existed an impression that the Expanded Programme 

of Technical Assistance was covering the entire field of health in'the under-developed 

countries. That was not and could not be so# The problems of the under-developed 

countries were so numerous and of such magnitude that during the past f m years, 

when different international "organizations had been working, those organizations 

had only been able to touch the fringe of the problem. Document EBll/65 Rev. 1 

listed on page 11 a number of suggestions regarding the type of work which 

should be unclertokeru Tho objectives visualized in the seven suggestions 

oould not be attained Trithim the next tew years； all tbat ocwlcl Ъ& done 

ттав to lay the foundations of sound public-health services which would ultimately 

lôad to the welfare and healthy living o:: the people in those countries. 

The suggestions for the different courses of action open to the Organization 

were given on page 17 of document EBll/65 Rev•芬and，after a full discussion of the 

subject, the Board coja Id adopt any one of them, 

1 人lso given in Off. Reo. World Hlth Org. l¡69 Part 2, Chapter II，Sootion 5. (ïhe first 
five suggestions only "were before the Board at this stage.) 



The Board was extremely fortunate to have Mr. David Owen present at its meeting, 

kr. Owen, he understood, had come with the definite intention of acquainting himself 

ViTith the difficulties and problems of the "Jorld Health Organisation, particularly in 

view of the recommendations "which had recently been made by him. He wished to assure 

Mr# Owen that the World Health Organization was fully conscious of his difficulties 

and had full confidence that he was already doing his utmost in the interests of the 

Organization. He would therefore request members to be realistic in their approach 

to the problems from the point of view of the Organization as well as of the 

participating governments. The World Health Organization had, during the last few 

years of its existence, supplied a stimulus to the health administrations of different 

countries, as a consequence of which they had decided to spend more and more money on 

their health projects• A setback to that development in any form would only mean 

disaster, as those vñio had been engaged in public health work knew how difficult it 

was to persuade governments to spend money on health. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that it had for the first time been possibly at the 

present meeting, to present a complete picture of the situation as a whole mth regard 

to the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance in relation to the World Health 

Organization, The Deputy Director-General had provided the necessary background of 

the administrative pattern and the Chairman had presented a clear statement of the 

point.of•view of the Organization at the present stage, Mr. Oen was attending the 

meeting from United Nations headquarters for the specific purpose of assisting the 

Board in considering the situation. His visit was typical of his great concern with 

the problems of all the participating agencies and for the general co-ordination of the 

programme as a，Aole# 



The item under discussion was clearly of irmaense importance to the Executive 

Board, to the future of the 77orld Health Organization and to the governments concerned. 

Dr# DOROLLE said that his task in introducing the report on Щ0 participation 

in the United Nations Expanded Programie of Technical Assistance (document EBll/65 

Rev#l) had been greatly facilitated by the clear statement made by the Chairman# He 

wished first of all to request the indulgence of the Board î rith regard to any aspect 

of the document 诏hich did not meet vdth their complete satisfaction, since it had only-

been possible to begin work on it after the 22nd session of the Technical Assistance 

Board late in December 1952, Every effort had however been made to give an adequate 

account of the present situation with due reference to the history of the question and 

to its substance, and the addition of a series of annexes would enable members to study 

the basic documents for the discussion, 

Seoiion 1工，together with Annexes 1, 2 and shov/ed the current size and 

importance of the Expanded Prograrane of Technical Assistance in relation to the World 

Health Organization. Those facts .showed that, following a siow beginning in 1951, the 

programme had developed very rapidly. For instance, expenditure in respect of the 

Y/orld Health Organization for the month of October had amounted approximately to 

翦351,000 and for November to C>530,000, If the total for a hypothetical period of one 

year were calculated on the basis of the latter figure, the result would be more than 

$6,000,000, "which was almost equivalent to the amount indicated for 1953 for projects 

already begun. Such rapid development ；та s ample illustration of the interest shown 

by the under-developed countries in the health aspect of the Expanded Programme of 

Technical Assistance. Indeed, it should be borne in mind that the situation "which had 

^Also in Rec. WorlcViath ОтЩш 城 , P a r t 2, as Chapter 工工，Section 1 and ' 
Лррепа1оэз £ , 3 ахй . u 



existed at the outset of the activities of the Expanded Programe of Technical 

Assistance had been completely reversed,since at the present time the momentum 

gained by the programne had gone beyond the resources available to it. 

Section Ilf^dealt with the reorganization of the administration of the Expanded 

Programme of Technical Assistance, which had led to a central review of programmes 

by the Executive Chairman and the Technical Assistance Board, and vdth the stress 

laid on co-ordination at country level to which effect had been given by an extension 

of the system of resident Eschnical Assistance representatives. An understanding of 

those developments was of great importance in considering the present situation. 

Soctloti IV contained a detailed account of the way ^n which the Technical 

Assistance Board had carried out its review of the 1953 Programme, and Section V^ 

set out the financial situation anticipated for 1953. Detailed figures would be 

provided by the Secretariat at a later stage. . However, it was to be noted that the 

Organization would require the approximate total of 750,000 merely to continue 

current projects in 1953. Furthermore, as the Organization^ representative had 

pointed out in the Technical Assistance Board (see Annex number of projects 

falling into the category of new .projects but with regard to mihich the Organization 

had already made certain definite commitments both of a moral and of a financial 

nature, would require a minimum of $200,000* that figure being an extremely low 

estimate. Table II，contained in Section V,1 showed the total amounts for allocations 

decided upon by the Technical Assistance Board for financing tíie 1953 programme. The 

total set aside for Ш5 projects voa /^,164,000, vrhtoh v?oulc1 шесл 

t 
that 28 per cent, at a conservative estimato, of the total funds reqiired by the 

^The information in. Sections III, IV слй V will also Ъе found in Off.Rec, World Н1Ш 
Ogg^ Part Zt Chapter I I , sections 2f 3 rjiû 4 reapeotiyeJjr» ““ 

Tleprofluoed in Off. Rec. Worl：. Hlth Огк. Alt. Frjrt JL.Gh^pjb#r 1\Г, г辛 App^d^x 11.. 
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Organization to fulfil only Its continuing obligr.tions would be short. Naturally, 

any financial crisis of that sort would have its repercussions on the Organization's 

regular programme, since the vinole programme was an integrated one. In that 

connexion, he recalled that the expression "technical assistance" appeared in the 

Constitution of the World Health Organization. Consequently, the Organization's 

participation in the Expanded Programme did not mean that it was entering a new 

field of work. 

SoctianV showed how the Technical Assistance Board had arrived at its figure 

0f $25,300,000 for all purposes. It should be borne in mind that that figure was a 

minimum figure, since the Executive Chairman was entirely responsible for estimating 

what contributions were to be expected and since the Technical Assistance Conference 

for pledging contributions for 1953 was yet to meet. Therefore, the figure contained 

two fluid elements, in that the amount of pledges xvhich governments would pay, as 

well as the collection of arrears of contributions, remained purely as estimates. 

Possibly, however, the Executive Chairman of the Technical Assistance Board might now 

have some indications on tiie subject, and would be in a position to supply the 

Executive Board with further information. A study of Table II made it clear that, 

since the 、orld Health Organization would be allotted approximately 21 per cent of 

the general total funds, a very considerable increase to that general total would 

be required before the amounts earmarked and reserved for the World Health Organization 

would undergo any appreciable difference. The special reserve fund of $3,000,000 

could not be taken into account as it was not a big enough sum to be considered as 

a working capital fund. 



Document EBll/65 Rev.l contained reference to many other important aspects of 

the problem. However, it was at the present stage preferable for the Board to limit 

its consideration to the main issue. 

Professor PARISOT expressed appreciation of the document prepared by the 

Dire с tor-Gene ral which, with the opening statements that had been made, gave a 

clear explanation of the situation and the remedies that mast be applied to it. As 

the Chairman had rightly remarked, the participation of 1H0 in the Expanded Programme 

of Technical Assistance was one of the most important matters before the Board. 

In the declaration made to TAB in December 1952, the representatives of WHO had 

justly emphasized that the programme of Technical Assistance was experiencing 

иgrowing pains". A crisis was natural in a young, rapidly developing organization 

and was evidence of the interest taken in the programme. It could, however, imperil 

the future of the Organization unless immediate measures were taken to put an end to it. 

The crisis was mainly a financial one. Of ttie solutions suggested on pages 17 

and 18 of the document, No# (1), envisaging supplementary contributions from Member 

States and No. (2) a transfer from the Working Capital Fund, appeared to be financially 

unsound and somewhat illusory at a time when world economy was in a state of dis-

equilibrium and the internal financial burden so great as to make it difficult for 

governments to increase their international obligations. On the other hand, he 

strongly supported solutions ⑶ and (4)， suggesting increased support from UNICEF 

and from bilateral and multilateral programmes, and proposed that the Board should 

endorse the negotiations being undertaken by the Director-General with the organiza-

tions concerned. The negotiations with UNICEF were of particular importance and 



should not be looked on as a withdrawal by WHO from its responsibilities» They were, 

on the contrary, an indication of its wish to carry out with the maximum efficiency 

the projects for maternal and child health which it ri^itly considered of prime 

importance• The Director-General had no doubt included solution (5) for the sake 

of completeness， since the Board could hardly approve continuation of the programmes 
* 

without change vdien it was aware that it might later on have to cancel or interrupt 

certain projects» The greater the delay, the greater would be the harmful effects 

of cancellation or interruption. 

The document had suggested to him another possibility on Tñ̂ iich he v/ould like 

to hear the views of the Board• The figures in Tables I and ÏI (pages 14 and 15) 

showed that a very high proportion of the total amounts available were allocated 

to central administrative and indirect operational costs and to the Secretariat 
4 

of TAB and the resident representatives. The resolution of TAG (Annex 5$ page 41)^ 

directed the Executive Chairman to bear in mind "the desirability of keeping the 

proportion of administrative to operational expenditure as small as possible 9 con-

sistent with efficiency". It was further stated by the Director-General, in the 

footnote to page 14, that "all savings will be available to 1Ш0 for meeting project 

costs"• That statement fortunately corrected the impression given by Table I , 

where the sums available for approved projects and programmes appeared last, as 

the balance available from administarative expenses • He felt that the Board should 

give careful consideration to the aatter, bearing in fidnd the Urgent necessity 

to reduce to the strict minimum the administrative ejqpenses In favour of the 

carrying out of the projects. 、 

Reproduced in Off.Recft World Hltb Org. ад Лррспй1х S to Chapter II of Part 2 



« 

Referring to the definition of administrati-vB and indirect operational costs 

(Annex 15)3 he. considered it illogical to include under the same heading two 

such different items. He entirely shared the view expressed ty the Advisory 

Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions (page 24) that efforts should 

be made to distribute indirect operational costs to the respective projects» 

He greatly hoped the Board would find a way to financing the continuation 

of the existing projects. It was unnecessary to stress the difficulties of all 

kinds "ttiat would arise from cancellation or interruption of any of them, in view 

of the fact that experts urere already on the spot or had been engaged, material 

or supplies had been ordered or delivered and that governments had made commit-

ments regarding their contributions to local expenses. 

If, however, it was found necessary to reduce the existing programme, the 

Director-General and TAB would have to make a choice between projocta, 

the question of criteria would arise. So far as WHO projects were concerned 

useful suggestions regarding priority were made in Section IV of the document 

(pages 11 and 12). Reserving his right to refer to the question again at a 

later stage in the discussion, he stressed the prime importance of the criterion 

of economic usefulness ishich should be applied not only to new projects but also 

to those already in course of operation. 

TAB would have to establish for each country an order of priority between the 

United Nations and specialized agencies* projects. That -was a question urtiich con" 

cerned the executive organs of TechnjAtJ.厶ssistmce слС. would diffor to Van ocse of each, 

country. 

• » • . ....、’.'- • 

^•ReprWuccS Off. Rec. Worlc1. Hlth Org. 4é, Part I I , 站 Appendix 16 to Chr.pter II 



The considerations he had mentioned led to the question of the respective 

responsibilities of the Technical Assistance organs and WHO (Sections Ш and IV of doca 

赋 沩 EB13/65 R e v 』 狄 你 administration of the Technical Assistance programme. On 

the central plane the recent decisions taken ty ECOSOC entrusted to the TAB the 

task of examining and approving all projects submitted by governments. He felt a 

certain anxiety on that account. The consultants appointed by the Executive Chairman 

of TAB had themselves pointed out the difficulties they had encountered through lack 

oí sufficient knowledge of the special fields of activity of the various participating 

organizations and had expressed the view that these organizations alone were competent 

to decide, in consultation -with the requesting governments, on the extent to váiich 

they should participate in their own fields in the general programme of economic 

development. It was therefore WHO alone imich could and should judge the value of 

the public health projects submitted to it. 

On the local plane great importance had been attached to the resident Technical 

Assistance representatives, as shown by the allocation in the budget of nearly a 

million dollars under that heading. While it was necessary to have resident represen-

tatives for the co-ordination, on the national level, of the specialized agencies' 

programmes in consultation with the governments concerned, their appointment should 

not form an obstacle to direct contact between the heads of WHO missions and the 

national public health administrations. The Directoi^General had draum attention to 

that point on pages 6 and 7 of the document. 

In order to clarify the debate, he proposed that the Board should examine 

separately and successively the three main points to which he had alluded, namely the 

financial situation and its possible solution; priority in the selection of projects; 

the relative position of ТОЮ and the r.a:ainistrr tijn of TechniorJ. I^sia'cosice, 



Dr. MALEKI said the Director-General^ s report clearly showed the great value, 

particularly to under-developed countries, of the Technical Assistance projects. 

It was clear that a regular and increasing budget must be foreseen» In addition 

to the participation of WHO the countries themselves had had to contribute to 

the projects which concerned them. There was unforttinately a deficit in the 

Technical JLs sis tance budget which might result in an interruption of the v;ork 

on projects already beguru Such an interruption would cause harm to all the 

international organizations and create distrust on the part of the populations 

concerned. He could not therefore support any suggestion for the cancellation 

or interruption of projects in operation or approved. He would be prepared to 

support alternative (3) (page 18) envisaging the possibility of obtaining additional 

UNICEF support, or a combination of alternative (3) with alternative (5), requesting 

the Director-General to continue to carry on with the approved 1953 programme in 

the hope that further sums might be available after governments had made their 

contributions. 

Dr. BRAVO welcomed, the presence of the Executive Chairman of the TAB and paid 

a tribute to the Director-General for the comprehensive and confíete documentation 

provided. 

Drawihg attention to the section of the report relating to the United Nations 

Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions (EBll/65 Rev.l, page 24) 

he recalled that from the beginning of their activities in the field of Technical 

Assistance both the World Health Assembly and the Executive Board had undertaken 

detailed periodic examination of the projects implemented by Ш0 from Technical 

"''Reproducccl in Off.Rec.World Hlth Org, 46, Part 2, Chapter II , Section 7(8) 



Assistance funds。 The regional structure of the organization had made it possible 

for the programmes to be considered in the first place by the regional committees 

and subsequently once a year by the. Board, Y/hich forwarded them to the World Health 

Assembly for final approval. Owing to that structure, the various administrative 

organs of WHO were able to note in detail at the various stages of their examination 

the aims as well as the financing and development of the programmes. Moreover, 

up to the preceding year the Board's Standing Committee on Administration and 

Finance had made a detailed examination of each of the projects proposed or in 

course of operation, so that the Board when considering the Organization's pro-

gramme and budget had before it a report on Technical Assistance programmes for the 

following year. That systematic study had made possible the integration of the 

activities of WHO with the technical Assistance programme. The programmes were 

studied in relation to the proposed expenditure in the same way as the regular 丽0 

programmes were examined within the fraraeviork of its regular budget. It couLi 

therefore be said that Ш0 had fulfilled all the conditions laid down bv the ACAEQ. 

In connexion with the orientation of the Technical Assistance services he drevr 

attention to the resolution adopted by tht Board at its ninth session (SB9.R21), 

which laid down the philosophy of 1/Ш0 regarding the T echnical Assistance progranme, 

insisting on the fact that tho Organization's activities must fulfil the countries‘ 

needs for economic and social development. It was impossible today to corxccive 

that the economy, industry and agriculturfc of a country could be áfcvolopod without 

the parallel development of its public health eervices. In that connexion hs 

referred to the general principles enmiciated on pages 11 and 12 nf the document, 

which corresponded with the policy laid doivn by the Board at its ninth session. 



If on the one hand it was clear that TOO had been operating in accordance 

with the wishes expressed by the TAB and its Executive Chairman, it must be admitted 、 

that the implementation of the Technical Assistance programme had encountered a 

certain number of difficulties, due in large measure to the fact that the Technical 

Assistance procedure was complicated and costly. Profosaor Paris o t hci¿ с! ream attentioiü 

to the high percentage of expenses connected mth administration, and the Board 

should take that important point into consideration when coming to a decision. 

Unfortunately those difficulties would increase in the future, particularly if, as 

there was reason to fear， a reduction of available funds must be foreseen. 

To sum up5 he believed that the members of the Board would agree that a doctrine 

had been established and a satisfactory general policy adopted, and that the 

requirements of the United Nations General Assembly had been completely met by "WHO. 

On the other hand certain practical adjustments should be made to implement that 

philosophy and to Ъолг Tritricas to the go3C l^tontiona of the Organisation^ 

Dr.赁an den BERG expressed appreciation of the opportunity afforded the Board 

of having a full debate on the subject, and of the fact that the Executive Chairman 

of TAB was presento He vould go even further than the Chairman and say that 

Technical A ssistance was one of the most important items with which the Board had 

had to deal since it had been in existenceс As the Chairman had stated, when the 

history of the first fifty years of the twentieth century came to be written, the 

introduction of Ïechnical Assistance would be considered as one of the oost 

important facts of the half century。 He was therefore very grateful to the 

Director4ieneral for the excellent documentation before the Board and to the 
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Chairman and ihe Deputy Director-General for their opening statements. 

During the four years of its existence the E^anded Programme of Technical 

Assistance had considerably developed. Naturally there had been criticism. When 

such a large programme was put into operation in such a relatively- short time it 

could not be perfect in all respects. It was, however, the düty of the Board to 

consider carefully the weak spots in the development of the programme. As 

Dr. Dorolle had pointed out, technical assistance in the health field was not a new 

idea:. WHO had been carrying out that kind of work since it came into being and that 

might be the case with other specialized agencies. What had now developed was the 

carrying out of technical assistance as a combined operation by the United Nations 

and its specialized agencies and financed from special sources. That important 

development had necessitated the establishment of a new organization for ttie financing 

of the work and its co-ordination. 

As the Board would no doubt have an opportunity to discuss the document in 

detail at a later meeting, he would confine himself to drawing attention to certain 

important points relating to the two main problems before the Board 一 financing and 

co-ordination. ‘ 

Whilst the somewhat complicated system of financing appeared to work moderately 

well there were one or two weak points - there was no working capital fund and the 

Board was obliged to wait from year to year to know what contributions would be 

received. When the whole question of financing had been discussed four years 

previously, he had believed that there would be no difficulty, that the TAB would 

not approve a programme for which resources were not available. Now however it 
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appeared that there were difficulties which the present mechanism did not prevent 

and a reorganization must be considered. Secondly, it was difficult to ask 

governments to increase their contributions when some part of the money available to 

serve countries for 1952 had not been spent. 

Co-ordination in large and conçlicated organizations was always a very important 

and difficult problem. There was a danger that the co-ordinating agency would go 

beyond its own field and enter that of the organization whose work it had been 

established to co-ordinate. Valuable and difficult work had already been accom-

plished in the co-ordination of Techaiicrd /^sistanoo anc! he Tielo^acd tho 

appointment of a full-time Executive Chairman of TAB and resident I echnical Assistance 

representatives. Nevertheless, he had certain criticisms to make. In the second 

paragraph on page 10 it was indicated that the TAB'S consultants had experienced 

grave doubts of the value to economic development of the inclusion in the Expanded 

Programme of such projects as those relating to maternal and child health care, 

nutrition projects, etc. Those consultants were economists, who evidently had no ‘ 

understanding of public health problems. IHO's representatives were to be 

congratulated on having apparently been able to convert the economists. He had 

drawn attention to that point because it was an example of the temptation to carry-

co-ordination too far. 

0r, HAYEK said it was clear that the financial situation of the ТШ0 

Technical Assistance programme was very grave and should be one of the main 

preoooupeitioaas of the Board. 



He stressed the gravity of the difficulties in so far as the underdeveloped 

countries were concerned. The Fifth World Health Assembly^ in its resolution t?HA5.6l, 

had authorized the Board to act on behalf of the World Health Assembly in coimexion 

with any aspect of the programme. The Assembly itself^ on the recommendation of 

the Boards had approved the technical二ssistance programme for 1955• In the light 

of those resolutions the representative of WHO had. rightly "warned the TAB that no 

major revision could Ъе made in the programme without submission to the Board or the 

World Health Assembly* Consequently the programmes begun in 1952 could not Ъе 

stopped or reduced vithout causing grave prejudice to the public health - the.bas is 

of the economic and social stability - of the countries concerned. In that connexion 

he mentioned three projects already in operation in one of the Member States. 

The material and moral repercussions that would result from the cessation of any 

progracmie already begtm vould Ъэ very harmful to the prestige of the international 

organizations. While urging tho Board to do everything possible to avoid an 

interruption in the projects in operation^ he said that should TAB or the Executive 

V 

Director be obliged neveriiheless to decide on the reduction of the projects for 

1955> he would agree to the solutions proposed by the Director-General^ and 

particularly solutions (5)， (k) and (5)。 

Dr. DASNGSVAKGP expressing appreciation of the Director-Generalтз report 

and of the Chairman * s opening statenent^ said he vould confine himself to the 

financial aspects of the matter e He vas deeply concerned at the probability of a 

reduction of funds for VKQss technical assistance "work, WHO needed approximately 

nine and a half million dollars to finance the 1953 Technical Assistance programme 



vhich had been approved Ъу the Fifth World Health Assembly in its resolution WHA.5.61. 

The cost of continuing existing projects in 1955， including the central administrative 

and indirect operational costs^ voixld be mscosthaitcsásLMíiiiQnlüQbáars^Siiice WHO vas 

only to receive five million dollars from the United Nations to financc 1955 projects; 

it would be impossible even to continue some of the existing ones. He hoped that no 

member of the Board vould agree that WHO should interrupt any of its projects. Such 

a course would cause great harm not only in the present but also in the future. 

As one of the policy-makers in the national health administration of an under-

developed country^ he had spent a great deal of time explaining the aims and the 

activities of WHO and the good work it was doing in the country. If the people had 

to be told that even the existing WHO programmes were to be stopped suddenly for 

lack of funds they vould lose confidence in the Organization. furthermore7 the money 

already spent by WHO and by the national governments for the construction of buildings^ 

engagement of local staff etc. for existing projects vould be wasted。 While it might 

Ъе possible to envisage a small reduction in the 195^ programmê  no reduction at all 

should Ъе made in 1953. In view of those considerations^ the alternative suggestions 

made Ъу the Director-General on pages 17 a.nd 18 of document EBll/65 Eev.l were very-

helpful. He was glad to learn that the Director-General had а.\геа(3у approached ttie 

Executive Director of UNICEF to investigare the possibility of obtaining additional 

support from that organisation (alternative (3)). Alternative -with regard to 

the poosible increase of support from bilateral or multilateral programmes; should 

also Ъе investigated by the Director-Seneral0 While those negotiations vere being 

carried on the Director-Ganeral should Ъе authorised Ъу the Board to finance the 

ïochiiical Assistance activities for the time being from the Working Capital Fund* 



From that fund an amount of up to half a million dollars had been approved tjjr the 

Fifth World Health Assembly in resolution WHA5.18 to meet such unforeseen or extra-
« 

ordinary expenses• The Director-General should further be；requested to continue to 

operate the approved programmes for 1953 in the hope that in March, iwhen the TAB 

reviewed the financial situation after governments had made their pledges, further 

sums mi^it be made available. Perhaps govemaents cdgbt bo requested to шко eupplenexirtaiy 

contributions to "WHO to meet any deficit that might still remain, in accordance with 

parliamentary procedure in most countries» TA.B should also be requested to examine 

the possibility of a reduction in the cost of maintenance of resident fechnical Jt.ssis-

tance representatives during the period of financial crisis, so that a larger propor-

tion of the funds available could be applied to the operation of existing programmes. 

The meeting rose at 12*35 
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1. EXPANDED PROGRAMME OF TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE FOR ECONOMTC DEVELOPMENT: 
Item 9 of the Agenda (resolution 1ША5.61, document EBll/65, Rev.l) 

- • •• 

The CHAIRMâN requested the Deputy Director-General to introduce the subject. 

Dr. DCROLLE, Deputy Director-General, called the Board's attention to the fact 

that it would be discussing the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance for the 

financial year 1953， although that wouM naturally include repercussions on 1954. 

He referred to the various bodies connected with the Expanded Programme of 

Technical Assistance. The Economic and Social Council of the United Nations was 

responsible for making recommendations on all economic and social conditions to the 

United Nations, and was the point of contact between the United Nations General 

Assembly and the specialized agencies. The Negotiating Committee was a special 

committee established by the United Nations General Assembly to deal with governments 

in respect to contributions to United Nations programmes not financed from regular 

contributions, the United Nations Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance for 

Economic Development of Under-developed Countries being one such programme. The 

Technical Assistance Conference was an annual United Nations meeting to which all 

governments -wishing to make pledges to the Special Account reported their contributions 

and the form in which they would be made. The fact that that, conference： took place 

after the beginning of the financial year constituted a conçlicating. factor. The 

Technical Assistance Committee of the Economic and Social； Council was responsible 



for formulating recommendations on the Expanded Programme of Technical 

Assistance to the Council• It consisted of the same members as the Council 

itself -with a different Chairman and was consequently an inter-governmental 

body. 

The Technical Assistance Board itself was an inter-secretariat body 

consisting of representatives of eight specialized agencies participating 

in the Expanded Programme. Six of those agencies were, under present 

circumstances, receiving funds, "whereas the International Bank for Recon-

struction and Development and the International Monetary Fund were 

represented at the meetings but were not allocated funds• The Technical 

Assistance Board was, following its reorganization, directed by a full-time 

Executive Chairman, Mr, David Owen, who had come from United Nations head-

quarters specifically to attend the present meeting of the Executive Board, 

He had in the past acted as Chairman of the Technical Assistance Board in 

his previous post of Assistant Secretary-General in charge of the Department 

of Economic Affairs. He was in his present capacity supported by a secretariat 

stationed at United Nations headquarters, a liaison office at Geneva and 

resident technical assistance representatives in certain countries• The 

Technical Assistance Administration of the United Nations was the operating 

body of the United Nations and had been created when the United Nations 

had amalgamated its operations in the economic and social field under both 

the regular and the expanded programmes in 1950. 



He also called attention to the Advisory Committee on Administrative 

and Budgetary Questions, which was a United Nations General Assembly 

committee of experts not representing governments, and "which reviewed 

administrative and financial matters of the United Nations and the 

specialized agencies • The Admlnistrative Committee on Co-ordination 

was the inter-agency machinery for co-ordination at the highest level, 

conprising the Secretary-General of the United Nations and the Directors-

General of the specialized agencies. 

It was necessary to draw attention to certain basic documents 

related to the problem under discussion. The Economic and Social Council 

resolution 222 (IX) A and B, together with its Annex I , Observations on 

and Guiding Principles of an ibqpanded Programme of Technical Assistance 

for Economic Development, were contained in the Handbook of Basic Documentsf 

page 145• The Economic and Social Council resolution 433 (XIV) which 

amended resolution 222 (IX) A, paragraphs 3, 3(h)^ 4 and 5, was contained 

in document EBll/65, Rev^l, Annex 4 о That same resolution of the Council 

had also approved resolution No, 3 of the Technical Assistance Committee, 

the latter resolution being given as Annex 5 to document EBll/65, Rev.l. 

Annex 6 to that same document gave the financial arrangements agreed upon 

by the Council under paragraph 4 of its resolution 433 В (XIV), as well as 

United Nations General Assembly resolution A/84. United Nations General 

Assembly Resolution 304 (IV) was contained in the Handbook of Basic 

Documents, page 1440 



The СНАШШШ recalad that he had, at the opening meeting of the 

present session of the Board, already referred to the reductions in the 

Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance* Since that programme was 

now going to be discussed in detail, he believed it would be useful if 

he were to recapitulate the general position. As the Board was aware^ 

the participation of the World Health Organization in the United Nations 

Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance was one of the most important 

and complex items on the agenda of the present session, and it did in a 

way affect the whole programme of the Organization• 

The Board would recall that it had at its third session introduced 

a supplemental operating programme of advisory and technical services, at 

the same time recognizing the practical difficulties of financing such a 

programme. It had, however} been considered that the progranme was of 

such vital importance that it should somehow be carried out. The Board 

had therefore invited those governments which found themselves in a 

position to do sOj to indicate to the Second World Health Assembly their 

willingness to make additional contributions to the World Health Organization 

to finance that programme • The Second World Health Assembly had taken note 

of the action of the United Nations General Assembly in preparing a 

comprehensive plan for an E^anded Programme of Technical Assistance for 

Economic Development through the United Nations and the specialized agencies• 

The Health Assembly had also approved the supplemental operating programme 

of advisory and technical services, subject to arrangements being completed 

to provide funds for its implementation; at the same time, the Health 

Assembly had delegated to the Executive Beard the authority to authorise 



the Director-General to undertake negotiations with Member Governnents concerning 

amounts and currencies of their contributions for the provision of the funds to 

implement that supplemental operating programme. In that connexion, he called 

attention to rosolution lfJHA.4.41, which requested the Director-General to study the 

possibilities of obtaining additional funds for the budget of the lbrid Health 

Organization proportionate to the essential requirements of its programme• 

In the latter half of 1949， the Economic and Social Council and the United 

Nations General Assembly had set up a fund for an Expanded Programme of Technical 
, ‘ t. . 

Assistance, which vras to be drawn upon by the United Nations and the five specialized 

agencies, including the World Health Organization。 At the same time, the Technical 

Assistance Board had been established to co-ordinate the activities of the programme. 

The changes in the administration of- the programme were described in doooment EBll/65 

Rev. 1 under Chapter III . The origin of the programme and its objectives and 

principles were set forth in the explanatoiy booklet on the Expanded Programme of 

Teclinical Assistance for Economic Development3 published by the Technical Assistance 

Board. It vras stated in the fourth paragraph on page (via) of the introduction of 

that booklet that the governments and the international organizations which had planned 

the Expanded Programme for Technical Assistance were aware from their own experience 

• - -. •： / - . . • 

that no rapid progress in raising the living standards of under-developed areas could 

be expected by pieconeal methods. In over-populated countries, improved health 

techniques which reduced mortality would be of doubtful benefit unless accompanied 

by techniques for increased agricultural or industrial production. 



The converse vras also true; indeed^ the establishment of any industry on a 

sound footing vjould be impossible if the health conditions were to remain low. The 

programme was obviously aimed at raising the economic and social level of the under-

developed countries， and that depended essentially on health conditions. 

The Economic and Social Council resolution 222 (IX) clearly laid dovm that the 

amounts roccived by the participating organizations should be available to them for 

the purpose оГ assuming obligations or commitments during the fiscal year in -vràiich 

those amounts were received, but that actual expenditure should be allowed to extend 

over a period of not more than two ensuing fiscal years. Furthermore, it was 

stated in Annex I of the resolution that technical assistance to the under—developed 

countries should be rendered by the participating organizations опДу in agreement 

with the governments concerned and on the basis of requests received from them, that 

the kinds of services to be rendered to each country should be decided by the 

government concerned, and that such assistance should be designed to meet the needs 

of the country concerned and should be provided as far as possible in the form which 

that country desired. 

That had been the background against which the World Health Organization had 

become a participating agency in the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance and, 

from the outset， that programme had been, closely co-ordinated and indeed integrated 

"with the regular programme of the Or^anizatiori^ thus complying also "with the criterion 



established in the Council resolution 222 (IX) that the work undertaken by the 

participating organization should be such as to be suitable for integration with 

its normal work. Such a course was necessaiy in maintaining the policy established 

by the ïïorld Health Assembly of reviewing and ^proving a total co-ordinated pro-

gramme of assistance to be provided by the World Health Organization to governments, 

whether financed from regular, technical assistance or other extra-budgetaiy funds. 

The curtailment of funds expected to be available for the United Nations Expanded 

Programme of Technical Assistance therefore affected the structure of the total 

programme of the World Health Organization in 1953 and it was the responsibility 

of the Board as the executive organ of tiae Health Assembly to deal with the problems 

vrfiich arose as a result. 

The fact that health constituted one of the major elements in developing the 

economic and social status of the less developed countries had been fully accepted 

b y e v e i y o n e ' H e a l t h workers themselves had accepted the principle that social 

development, economic progress and health iinprovemant fomed an inseparable trio 

in the modern world;、none of the three could be isolated and developed separate^. 

T h e i n f l u o n c e o f c e r t a i n ^Pes of health activity was so direct and positive that 

e V e n t h o s e T d t h l i t t l e technical knowledge of health work could appreciate it. 

Malaria control, increased food production, better sanitary environment and their 
« 

effect on control of commnicable diseases and the development of healthier 



populations were clear examples which would emphasize the relationship of health to 

economic development. To postpone or abandon such projects in less developed 

countries would be to postpone or abandon the full long-range programme of health 

improvement essential to economic progress. 

He also drew the attention of the Board to the statement, contained in the 

introduction of the report of the Director-General on the programme, regarding its 

slow development during the first financial period. As also reported, the year 

1952 had seen a very great increase in activities financed from Technical Assistance 

funds. In so far as the World Health Organization was concerned, a further increase 

was anticipated for 1953, as the Board would recall from its review of plans for 

1953 at its ninth session. That programme had since been approved by the Fifth 

World Health Assembly in resolution Ш1А5,6l. 

The Economic and Social Council had, at its fourteenth session, considered that 

the progress achieved and the activities undertaken by the Expanded Programme of 

Technical Assistance justified the continuation and expansion of the programme. 

The Technical Assistance Committee, in considering the financial requirements for 

1953 in the light of estimates submitted by tiie Technical Assistance Board, had 

felt that a reasonable enlargement of the programme in 1953 was desirable. The 

Technical Assistance Board had indeed, until the latter part of 1952， been considerably 

concerned with the complaints made by the Technical Assistance Committee and by the 

Economic and Social Council, to which the Executive Chairman of the Technical 



Assistance Board had referred in his statement which was reproduced as Annex 9 of 
翁 

document EBll/65 Rev. 1, that the funds contributed by governments to the Special 

Account were not being put to full use. Participating agencies had therefore been 

urged to proceed as expeditiously as possible with the programme which had been 

planned at the request of governraents. 

Programmes for health improvement required a long period of advance planning, 

not only on the part of the Organization but also on the part of governments which 

had requested assistance. Indeed, projects required anything from six months to 

several years to be developed from the governments' identification of a need and ‘ 

request for assisЪалсе to the time the operations actually began. During that 

t i m ei it was necessary to prepare all those details which were essential to a 

successful project, namely, personnel, supplies and equipment, and various other 

services, Aether provided by the government or the Organization. To abandon or 

postpone projects alrëa办 in operation or even well advanced towards implementation, 

would do incalculable harm to the total programme of the World Health Organization. 

Ллу last-minute readjustment would also seriously upset plans made by governments 

and by UNICEF. 

Programmes approved by the Executive Board and the World Health Assembly had 

hitherto been approved by the Technical Assistance Board and by the Economic and 

Social Council. That method, which had apparently given complete satisfaction to 

the participating governments, had now been changed and a new procedure and policy 

set up under ECOSOC resolution 222 (IX). The proposals of the participating agencies 



would be examined, not as hitherto by the Technical Assistance Board, but first of 

all by the Executive Chairman, who would submit to the Board such recommendations as 

he considered appropriate. The Executive Chaiman had appointed some consultants 

to advise him in that field. By adopting the present procedure, the Economic and 

Social Council and the General Assembly of the United Nations had clearly shorn 

anxiety as to the supervision of the Expanded Programme. They had earlier recommended 

to the participating agencies that their respective parts of the Expanded Programme 

should be reviewed and approved by their governing.bodies. The recent reorganization 

had introduced a central review and it was indeed difficult to understand how such a 

central review, which was to be carried out presumably by non-medical authorities, 

would be any more helpful than the previous system, whereby the Executive Board and 

the World Health Assembly had been responsible for reviewing that part of the 

Expanded Programme. 

The central review that had been hitherto carried out had led the Executive 

Chairman to believe that the primary objective of tiie Expanded Programme in the 

field of health should be a reduction of the incidence of debilitating diseases with 

a view to Improving the efficiency of production and distribution. No short cuts 

could achieve those results and that objective would call for a veiy comprehensive 

health programe. Members of the Board who had been associated at some time with 

the organization of campaigns against communicable and other diseases knew full well 

vdiat a great deal of planning, training and organization had to be done before any 

work could be started. It would appear that the present method of assessment of 



the value of аду projects, adopted by the consultants without the association of any 

health езфегЬ, was not likely to yield any useful results, and the opinion they had 

expressed regarding the grave doubts they entertained as to the inclusion in the 

Езфапс1ес1 Prograrame of such subjects as those relating to maternal and child health 

care, nutrition projects of the nature of improving food laws, and medical teaching 

missions, since in their view those subjects had only a remote effect on economic 

development, was a clear illustration of the great difference existing between their 

approach to the problem and the Health Assembly's approach. "While they had themselves 

recommended that projects should primarily be directed towards the reduction of 

incidence of debilitating diseases, th^r had then expressed the view that improvement 

of nutrition and projects intended for the betterment of the health of the younger 

generation were not of veïy great or immediate importance. 

As a reiult of that review, the World Health Organization had been advised to 

re-allocate priorities to the different projects. In that connexion, he wished to 

draw attention to the fact that the question of priorities had definitely been left 

to the governments making requests since, as he had already pointed out, technical 

assistance was designed to meet the needs of governments in the form they desired. 

Furthermore, national governments were advised in the formulation of their requests 

by their health everts as well as by the YTorld Health Organization. To express the 

view at the present stage to those governments that a certain project was not 



considered important would be to go against the principles according to -which the 

Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance was supposed to function. It would 

create a great deal of dissatisfaction and might ultimately affect their attitude 

towards the тйю1е programme itself. 

It appeared to him that there existed an impression that the E^arvded Programme 

of Technical Assistance was covering the entire field of health in the under-developed 

countries. That was not and could not be so. The problems of the under-developed 

countries were so numerous and of such magnitude that during the past few years, 

•vrtien different international organizations had been working, those organizations 

had only been able to touch the fringe of the problem. Documeivb EBll/65 Rev. 1 

listed, on page 11 a number of suggestions regarding the type of work which should 

be undertaken. That in itself would indicate that the objectives visualized in 

the seven suggestions could not be attained within the next few years but that they 

would only lay the foundations of sound public health services which would ultimately 

lead to the welfare and healthy living of the people in those countries. 

The suggestions for the different courses of action open to the Organiisation 

were given on page 17 of document EBll/65 Rev.l and, after a full discussion of the 

subject, the Board could adopt any. one of them. 



The Board was extremely fortunate to have Mre David Oren present at its meeting. 

Mr. Owen, he understood, had come with the definite intention of acquainting himself 

with the difficulties and problems of the T/orld Health Organization, particularly in 

view of the recommendations which had recently been made by him. He wished to assure 

Mr. Owen that the World Health Organization was fully conscious of his difficulties 

and had full confidence that he was already doing his utmost in the interests of the 

Organization. He would therefore request members to be realistic in their approach 

to the problems from the point of view of the Organization as well as of the 

participating governments. The World Health Organization had, during the last few 

years of its existence, supplied a stimulus to the health administrations of different 

countries, as a consequence of which they had decided to spend more and more money on 

their health projects. A setback to that development in any form would only mean 

disaster, as those who had been engaged in public health work knew how difficult it 

was to persuade governments to spend money on health. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that it had for the first time been possible at the 

present meeting to present a complete picture of the situation as a whole with regard 

to the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance in relation to the World Health 

Organization. The Deputy Director-General had provided the necessary background of 

the administrative pattern and the Chairman had presented a clear statement of the 

point of view of the Organization at the present stage. Mr. Owen was attending the 

meeting from United Nations headquarters for the specific purpose of assisting the 

Board in considering the situation. His visit was typical of his great concern with 

the problems of all the participating agencies and for the general co-ordination of the 

programme as а тлйю1е» 



The item under discussion was clearly of immense importance to the Executive 

Board, to the future of the Viorld Health Organization and to the governments concerned. 

Dr. DOROLLE said that his task in introducing the report on 丽0 participation 

in the United Nations Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance (document EBll/65 

Rev.l) had been greatly facilitated by the clear statement made by the Chairman. He 

wished first of all to request the indulgence of the Board with regard to any aspect 

of the document which did not meet with their complete satisfaction since it had only-

been possible to begin work on it after the 22nd session of the Technical Assistance 

Board late in December 1952. Every effort had however been made to give an adequate 

account of the present situation with due reference to the history of the question and 

to its substance, and the addition of a series of annexes would enable members to study 

the basic documents for the discussion. 

Chapter II, together with Annexes 1, 2 and 3, showed the current size and 

importance of the Expanded Progranme of Technical Assistance in relation to the World 

Health Organization. Those facts showed that, following a slow beginning in 1951, the 

programme had developed very rapidly» For instance) expenditure in respect of the 

World Health Organization for the month of October had amounted approximately to 

$351,000 and for November to |530,000, If the total for a hypothetical period of one 

year were calculated on the basis of the latter figure, the result would be more than 

$6,000,000, which was almost equivalent to the anount indicated for 1953 for projects 

already begun. Such rapid development ivas ample illustration of the interest shown 

by the under-developed countries in the health aspect of the Expanded Programme of 

Technical Assistance. Indeed, it should be borne in mind that the situation "stiich had 



existed at the outset of the activities of the Expanded Programme of Technical 

Assistance had been completely reversed since, at the present time, the momentum 

gained by the programme had gone beyond the resources available to it. 

.Chapter III dealt with the reorganization of the administration, of the Expanded 

Programme of Technical Assistance, which had led to a central review of programmes 

by the Executive Chairman and the Technical Assistance Board, and with the stress 

laid on co-ordination at country level to which effect had been given by an extension 

of the system of resident technical assistance representatives. An understanding of 

those developments vras of great importance in considering the present situation. 

Chapter IV contained a detailed account of the way in which the Technical 

Assistance Board had carried out its review of the 1953 Programme, and Chapter V 

set out the financial situation anticipated for 1953。 Detailed figures would be 

provided by the Secretariat at a later stage。 However, it was to be noted that the 

Organization would require tiie approximate total of $5,750,000 merely to continue 

current projects in 1953。 Furthermore, as the Organization's representative had 

pointed out in the Technical Assistance Board (see Annex Ю), a niunber of projects 

falling into the category of new projects but with regard to 她ich the Organization 

had already made certain definite commitments, both of a moral and of a financial 

nature, would require a minimum of $200,000, that figure being an extremely low 

estimate. Table II, containad in Chapter V, showed the total amounts for allocations 

decided upon by the Technical Assistance Board for financing the 1953 programme. The 

total set aside for the World Health Organization was $4,164,000, which would mean 

that 28 per cent, at a conservative estimate, of the total funds retired by the 



Organization to fulfil its continuing obligations only would be short. Naturally, 

any financial crisis of that sort would have its repercussions on the Organization's 

regular programme, since the "vdiole ,programme was an integrated one. In that 

connexion, he recalled that the expression "technical assistance" appeared in the 

Constitution of the World Health Organization. Consequently, the Organization^ 

participation in the Expanded Programme did not mean that it was entering a new 

field of work. 

Chapter V showed how the Technical Assistance Board had arrived at its figure 

of $25,300,000 for all purposes. It should be borne in mind that that figure was a 

minimum figure, since the Executive Chairman was entirely responsible for estimating 

what contributions were to be expected and since the Technical Assistance Conference 

for pledging contributions for 1953 was yet to meet. Therefore， the figure contained 

two fluid elements, in that the amount of pledges which governments would pay, as 

well as the collection of arrears of contributions, remained purely as estimates. 

Possibly, however, the Executive Chairman of the Technical Assistance Board might now 

have some indications on the subject, and would be in a position to supply the 

Executive Board with further information# A study of Table 工工 made it clear that, 

since the World Health Organization would be allotted approximately 21 per cent of 

the general total funds, a very considerable increase to that general total would 

be required before the amounts earmarked and reserved for the World Health Organization 

would undergo any appreciable difference. The special reserve fund of $3,ООО,000 

could not be taken into account as it was not a big enough sum to be considered as 

a working capital fund. 



Document EBll/65 Rev„l contained reference to тагу other important aspects of 

ths problem. However, it was at the present stage preferable for the Board to limit 

its consideration to the main issue. 

Professor PARISOT expressed appreciation of the document prepared by the 

Director-General which, with the opening statements that had been made) gave a 

clear explanation of the situation and the remedies that mast be applied to it. As 

the Chairman had rightly remarked, the participation of Щ0 in the Expanded Programme 

of Technical Assistance was one of the most important matters before the Board. 

In the declaration made to TAB in December 1952, the representatives of WHO had 

justly emphasized that the programme oí Technical Assistance was experiencing 

”growing pains". A crisis was natural in a young, rapidly developing organization 

and was evidence of the interest taken in the programme. It could, however, imperil 

the future of the Organization unless immediate measures were taken to put an end to it. 

The crisis was mainly a. financial one. Of the solutions suggested on pages 17 

and 18 of the document̂  No。 （1)， envisaging supplementary contributions from Member 

States and No,, (2) a transfer from the Working Capital Fund, appeared to be financially 

unsound, and somewhat illusory at a time when world economy was in a state of dis-

equilibrium and the internal financial burden so great as to make it difficult for 

governments to increase their- international obligations. On the other hand, he 

strongly supported solutions (3) and (4)， suggesting increased support from UNICEF 

and from bilateral and multilateral programmes, and proposed that the Board should 

endorse the negotiations being undertaken by the Director-General with the organiza-

tions concerned» The negotiations with UNICEF were of particular importance and 



should not be looked on as a withdrawal ty ШЮ from its responsibilities. They were, 

on the contrary, an indication of its wish to carry out with the maximum efficiency 

the projects for maternal and child health which it ri^itly considered of prime 

importance. The Director-General had no doubt included solution (5) for the sake 

of completeness, since the Board could hardly approve continuation of the programmes 

without change n̂ ien it was aware that it might later on have to cancel or Interrupt 

certain projects. The greater the delay, the greater would be the harmful effects 

of cancellation or interruption. 

The document had suggested to him another possibility on urtiich he would like 

to hear the views of the Board. The figures in Tables 工 and 工I (pages 14 and 15) 

showed that a very high proportion of the total amounts available were allocated 

to central administrative and indirect operational costs and to the Secretariat 

of TAB and the resident representatives. The resolution of TAG (Annex 5, page 41) 

directed the Executive Chairman to bear in mind "the desirability of keeping the 

proportion of administrative to operational expenditure as small as possible, con-

sistent with efficiency". It was further stat.ed by the Director-General, in the 

footnote to page 14, that "all savings will be available to WHO for meeting project 

costs". That statement fortunately corrected the impression given Ъу Table I, 

where the sums available for approved projects and programmes appeared last, as 

the balance available from administrative expenses. He felt that the Board should 

give careful consideration to the matter, bearing in mind the urgent necessity 

to reduce to the strict minimum the administrative expenses in favour of the 

carrying out of the projects. 



Referring to the definition of administrative and indirect operational costs 

(Annex 15), he considered it illogical to include under the same heading two 

such different itemsc He entirely shared the view expressed by the Advisory 

Committee on Administrative and Budgetary, Questions (page 24) that efforts should 

be made to distribute indirect operational costs to the respective projects。 

He greatly hoped the Board would find a way to financing the continuation 

of the existing projects« It was unnecessary to stress the difficulties of all 

kinds that would arise from cancellation or interruption of any of them, in view 

of the fact that experts тягеге already on the spot or had been engaged, material 

or supplies had been ordered or delivered and that governments had made commit-

ments regarding their contributions to local expenses. 

If, however, it was found necessary to reduce the existing programme, the 

Director-General and TAB would have to make a choice between the projects and 

the question of criteria would arise. So far as WHO projects were concerned 

useful suggestions reading priority were made in Section IV of the document 

(pages 11 and 12). Reserving his right to refer to the question again at a 

later stage in the discussion, he stressed the prime importance of the criterion 

of economic usefulness irahich should be applied not only to new projects but also 

to those already in course of operation. 

TAB would have to establish for each country an order of priority between the 

United Nations and specialized agencies' projects» That was a question i/̂ iich con-

cerned the executive organs of the TAA and would differ in the case of each 

country. 



The considerations he had mentioned led to the question of the respective 

responsibilities of the Technical Assistance organs and WHO (Sections III and IV of 

document- EBll/67) for the administration of the Technical Assistance programme. On 

the central plan^ the recent decisions taken ty ECOSOC entrusted to the TAB the 

task of examining and approving all projects submitted by governments. He felt a 

certain anxiety on that account。 The consultants appointed by the Executive Chairman 

of TAB had themselves pointed out the difficulties they had encountered through lack 

of sufficient knowledge of the special fields of activity of the various participating 

organizations and had expressed the view that these organizations alone were competent 

to decidej in consultation with the requesting governments, on the extent to "which 

they should participate in their own fields in the all-over programme of economic 

development. It was therefore WHO alone -which could and should judge the value of 

the public health projects submitted to ito 

On the local plane great importance had been attached to the resident technical 

assistance representatives, as shoim by the allocation in the budget of nearly a 

million dollars under that heading. While it was necessary to have resident represen-

tatives for the co-ordination, on the national level, of the specialized agencies' 

programmes in consultation with the governments concerned) their appointment should 

not form an obstacle to direct contact between the heads of WHO missions and the 

national public health administrations。 The Director-General had drawn attention to 

that point on pages 6 and 7 of the document. 

In order to clarify the debate, he proposed that the Board should examine 

separately and successively the three main points to -which he had alluded, namely the 

financial situation and its possible solution; priority in the selection of projects; 

the relative position of TfflO and the TA. administration. 



Dr. MA-LEKI said the Director-General» s report clearly showed the great value, 

particularly to under —developed countries, of the technical assistance projects. 

It was clear that a regular and increasing budget must be foreseen. In addition 

to the participation of 1H0 the countries themselves had had to contribute to 

the projects which concerned them. There was unfortunately a deficit in the 

technical assistance budget which might result in an interruption of the work 

on projects already begun. Such an interruption would cause harm to all the 

international organizations and create distrust on the part of the populations 

concerned. He could not therefore support any suggestion for the cancellation 

or interruption of projects in operation or approved. He would be prepared to 

support alternative ⑶ ( p a g e 18) envisaging the possibility of obtaining additional 

UNICEF support, or a combination of alternative ⑶ with alternative (5), requesting 

the Director-General to continue to carry on with the approved 1953 programme in 

the hope that further sums might be available after governments had made their 

contributions. 

Dr. BRAVO welcomed the presence of the Executive Chairman of the TAB and paid 

a tribute to the Director-General for the comprehensive and complete documentation 

provided. 

Drawibg attention to the section of the report relating to the United Nations 

Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions (EBll/65 Rev.l, page 25), 

he recalled that from the beginning of their activities in the field of technical 

assistance both the World Health Assembly.and the Executive Board had undertaken 

detailed periodic examination of the projects implemented by Ш 0 from technical 



assistance funds. The regional structure of the organization had made it possible 

for the programmes to be considered in the first place by the regional committees 

and subsequently once a year by the Board, which forwarded them to the World Health 

Assembly for final approval. Owing to that structure, the various administrative 

organs of 丽0 were able to note in detail at the various stages of their examination 

the aims as well as the financing and development of the programmes. Moreover, 

up to the preceding year the Board's Standing Committee on Administration and 

Finance had made a detailed examination of each of the projects proposed or in 

course of operation, so that the Board, when considering the Organization’s pro-

gramme and budget had before it a report on technical assistance programmes for the 

following year. That systematic study had made possible the integration of the 

activities of "WHO with the technical assistance programme. The programmes were 

studied in relation to the proposed expenditure in the same way as the regular Ш0 

programmes were examined ？/ithin the framework of it.s regular budget. It could 

therefore be said that ТОЮ had fulfilled all the conditions laid down by the ACABQ. 

In connexion with the orientation of the technical assistance servicos he drew 

attention to the resolution adopted by the Board at its ninth session (EB9.R21)5 

which laid down the philosophy of WHO regarding .̂ he technical assistance programme, 

insisting on the fact that the Organization丨s activities must fulfil the countries' 

needs for economic and social development. It was impossible today to conceive 

"that the economy, industry and agriculture of a country could be developed mthout 

the parallel development of its public health services. In that connexion he 

referred to the general principles enunciated on pages 11 and 12 of the document, 

which corresponded with the policy laid down by the Board at its ninth session. 



If on the one hand it was clear that ШЮ had been operating in accordance 

with the wishes e^ressed by the TAB and its Executive Chairman, it must be admitted 

that the implementation of the technical assistance programme had encountered a 

certain number of difficulties3 due in large measure to the fact that the technical 

assistance procedure was complicated and costly. Dr. Parisot had drawn attention 

to the high percentage of expenses connected with administration, and the Board 

should take that important point into consideration when coming to a decision» 

Unfortunately those difficulties would increase in the future, particularly if, as 

there was reason to fear<, a reduction of available funds must be foreseen. 

To sum up, he believed that the members of the Board would agree that a doctrine 

had been established and a satisfactory general policy adopted^ and that the 

requirements of the United Nations General Assembly had been completely met by TOO. 

On the other hand certain practical adjustments should be made to implement that 

philosophy and to implement the good intentions of the Organization. 

Dr. Van den BERG expressed appreciation of the opportunity afforded the Board 

of having a full debate on the subject^ and of the fact that the Executive Chairman 

of TAB was presento He would go even further than the Chairman and say that 

technical assistance was one of the most important items with which the Board had 

,••<•. . . . 

had to deal since it had been in existenceс As the Chairman had stated, when the 

history of the first fifty years of the twentieth century came to be written, the 

introduction of technical assistance would be considered as one of the two most 

important facts of the half century* He was therefore very grateful to the 

Direсtor-Genera1 for the excellent documentation before the Board and to the 



Chairman and the Deputy Director-General for their opening statements. 

During the four years of its existence the expanded programme of technical 

assistance had considerably developed. Naturally there had been criticism, "When 

such a large programme was put into operation in such a relatively short time it 

could not be perfect in all respects. It was, however^ the duty of the Board to 

consider carefully the weak spots' in the development of the programme. As 

Dr» Dorolle had pointed out^ technical assistance in the health field was not a new 

idea； 1/3H0 had. been carrying out that kind of work since it came into being and that 

might be the case with other specialized agencies。 What had now developed was the 

carrying out of technical assistance as a combined operation by the United Nations 

and its specialized agencies financed from special sources• That important 

development had necessitated the establishment of a new organization for the financing 

of the work and its co-ordination. 

As the Board would no doubt have an opportunity to discuss the document in 

detail at a later meeting， he would confine himself to drawing attention to certain 

important' points relating to the two main problems before the Board - financing and 

co-ordinationo 

Whilst the somewhat complicated system of financing appeared to work moderately 

well there were one or two weak points 一 there was no working capital fund and the 

Board was obliged to wait from year to year to know what contributions would be 

received. When the whole question of financing had been discussed four years 

previously^ he had believed that there would be no difficulty, that the TAB would 

not approve a programme for "which resources were not availablee Now however it 



appeared that there were difficulties which the present mechanism did not prevent 

and a reorganization must be considered. Secondly, it was difficult to ask 

governments to increase their- contributions when some part of the money available to 

serve countries for 1952 had not been spent• 

Co-ordination in large and complicated organizations was always a very important 

and difficult problem. There was a danger that the co-ordinating agency would go 

beyond its own field and enter that of the organization whose work it had been 

established to co-ordinate. Valuable and difficult work had already been accom-

plished in the co-ordination of the technical assistance work and he welcomed the 

appointment of a full-time Executive Chairman of TAB and resident technical assistance 

representatives• Nevertheless^ he had certain criticisms to make. In the second 

paragraph on page 10 it was indicated that the TAB !s consultants had experienced 

grave doubts of the value to economic development of the inclusion in the expanded 

programme of such projects as those relating to maternal and child health care, 

nutrition projects, etc. Those consultants were economists^ who evidently had no 

miderstanding^ of public health problems« TOO^s representatives were to be 

congratulated on having apparently been able to convert the economists• He had 

drami attention to that point because it was an example of the temptation to carry 

co-ordination too far. 

Dr о HAYEK said it was clear that the financial situation of the VJHO 

technical assistance programme was very grave and should be one of the main 

considerations of the Boardо 



He stressed the gravity of the difficulties in so far as the underdeveloped 

countries were concerned. The Fifth World Health Assembly, in its resolution WHA5.61, 

had authorized the Board to act on behalf of the World Health Assembly in connexion 

with any aspect of the programme. The Assembly itself^ on the recommendation of 

the Board, had approved the technical assistance prograimna for 1953• In the light 

of those resolutions the representative of WHO had rightly warned the TAB that no 

major revision could Ъе made in the programme without submission to the Board or the 

World Health Assembly. Consequently the progrannnes begun in 1952 coulü not Ъе 

stopped or reduced without causing grave prejiidice to the public health - the basis 

of the economic and social stability - of the countries concerned。 I11 that connexion 

he mentioned three projects already in operation in one of the Member States. 

The material and moral repercussions that would result from the cessation of any 

programme already begun would Ъе very harmful to the prestige of the international 

organizations. While urging the Board to do everything possible to avoid an 

interruption in the projects in operation^ he said that should TAB or the Executive 

Director be obliged nevertheless to decide on the reduction of the projects for 

I955, he would agree to the solutions proposed by the Director-General, and 

particularly solutions ⑶ ， ⑷ and (5). 

Dr. DAENGSVANG, expressing appreciation of the Director-General's report 

and of the Chairman's opening statementд said he would confine himself to the 

financial aspects of the matter. He was deeply concerned at the probability of a 

reduction of funds for WHO'S technical assistance work。 WHO needed approximately 

nine and a half million dollars to finance the 1952 Technical Assistance Progr_e 



which had been approved, by the Fifth World Health Assembly in its resolution WHA.5.61, 
, ; . . . ! . . • л • 
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The cost of continuing existing projects in 1955^ including the central administrative 

and indirect operational costs, would be almost six million dollars. Since WHO vas 

only to receive five million dollars from the United Nations to finance 1953 projects^ 

±t would be impossible even to continue some of the existing ones• He hoped that no 

member of the Board would agree that WHO should interrupt any of its projects. Such 

a course would cause great harm not only in the present but also in the future• 

As one of the policy-makers in the national health administration of an under-

developed country， he had spent a great deal of time explaining the aims and the 

activities of WHO and the good work it was doing in the country. If the people had 

to Ъе told that even the existing WHO programmes were to be stopped suddenly for 

lack of funds they would lose confidence in the Organization, Furthermore, the money 

already spent by WHO and by the national governments for the construction of buildings, 

engagement of local staff etc. for existing projects vould Ъе vasted. While it might 

Ъе possible to envisage a small reduction in the 195紅 programme, no reduction at all 

should Ъе made in 1953. In view of those considerations the alternative suggestions 

made by the Director-General on pages 17 and 18 of document EBll/65 Eev.l were very-

helpful. He was glad to learn that the Director-General had already approached the 

Executive Director of UNICEF to investigate the possibility of obtaining additional 

support from that organization (alternative (3)) . Alternative (4)，with regard to 

the possible increase of support from bilateral or multilateral programme ŝ  should 

also Ъе investigated by the Director-General. While those negotiations were being 

carried on the Director-General should Ъе authorized Ъу the Board to finance the 

technical assistance activities for the time being from the Working Capital Fimd. 



From that fund an amount of up to half a million dollars had been approved ty the 

Fifth World Health Assembly in resolution ТША5.18 to meet such unforeseen or extra-

ordinary expenses. The Dire ctor-General should further be .requested to continue to 

operate the approved programmes for 1953 in the hope that in March,他en the TAB 

reviewed the financial situation after governments had made their pledges, further 

sums might be made available. Governments should be requested to make supplementary-

contributions to WHO to meet ary deficit that might still remain, in accordance with 

parliamentary procedure in most countries. TkB should also be requested to examine 

the possibility of a reduction in the cost of maintenance of resident technical assis-

tance representatives during the period of financial crisis, so that a larger propor-

tion of the funds available could be applied to the operation of existing programmes. 

The meeting rose at 12»35 p»m, 


